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Possible nonlinear excitations in quasi-one-dimensional halogen-bridged binuclear metal complexes

Shoji Yamamoto*
Department of Physics, Okayama University, Tsushima, Okayama 700-8530, Japan
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We investigate possible localized intragap states in quasi-one-dimensional halogen-bridged binuclear metal
~MMX! complexes. Within a coupled electron-phonon model, soliton and polaron excitations in the two distinct
ground states ofMMX chains are numerically calculated and compared. Their effective masses are predicted
for typical MMX compounds. Making a continuum-model analysis as well, we further reveal their scaling
properties with particular emphasis on the analogy betweenMMX chains andtrans-polyacetylene.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.66.165113 PACS number~s!: 71.45.Lr, 71.23.An, 71.38.2k

I. INTRODUCTION

Halogen- (X-) bridged transition-metal~M! linear-chain
complexes~MX chains! ~Ref. 1! provide a fascinating stage
for the performance of electron-electron correlation,
electron-lattice interaction, low dimensionality, andd-p
hybridization.2 Representative materials such as Wolffram’s
red (M5Pt, X5Cl) and Reihlen’s green (M5Pt, X5Br)
salts possess mixed-valence ground states exhibiting intense
and dichroic charge-transfer absorption, strong resonance en-
hancement of Raman spectra, and luminescence with large
Stokes shift.3 When the platinum ions are replaced by nickel
ones, monovalence Mott insulators are instead stabilized.4,5

Local states such as solitons and polarons,6–8 which can be
photogenerated or induced by doping, are further topics of
great interest lying in these materials. A large choice of met-
als, bridging halogens, ligand molecules, and counter ions
enables us to investigate electron-phonon cooperative phe-
nomena in the one-dimensional Peierls-Hubbard system
systematically.9

In recent years, binuclear metal analogs~MMX chains!
have made our argument more and more exciting. They com-
prise two families:R4@Pt2(pop)4X#•nH2O (X5Cl, Br, I;
R5Li, K, Cs, . . . ; pop5diphosphonate5P2O5H2

22)
~Refs. 10 and 11! @Fig. 1~a!# and M2(dta)4I ( M5Pt, Ni;
dta5dithioacetate5CH3CS2

2) ~Refs. 12 and 13! @Fig. 1~b!#.
The pop complexes are in general semiconductors with
charge-density-wave ground states of the conventional
type14,15 @Fig. 2~a!#. However, due to the small Peierls gaps,
their ground states can be tuned by replacing the halogens
and/or counter ions.16 Such tuning of the electronic state is
feasible also by pressure.17 On the other hand, the dta-family
platinum complex Pt2(dta)4I exhibits metallic conduction at
room temperature,18 which has never been realized in con-
ventional MX compounds. With decreasing temperature,
there occurs a metal-semiconductor transition at 300 K and a
further transition to a novel charge-ordering mode@Fig. 2~b!#
follows around 80 K.19

The exciting observations have stimulated theoretical re-
search. Carrying out quantum-chemical band calculations,
Borshchet al.20 attributed the novel valence distribution in
Pt2(dta)4I to its structural distortion. Kuwabara and
Yonemitsu21 more extensively investigated the charge order-
ing and lattice modulation using various numerical tools. The

present author22 also studied the ground-state properties with
particular emphasis on the contrast between the dta and pop
complexes. Quantum, thermal, and pressure-induced phase
transitions were theoretically demonstrated23,24so as to inter-
pret the observations, while the optical conductivity was
calculated25 in an attempt to evaluate the hopping amplitudes
and Coulomb interactions.

Now we are led to take a step toward the excited states.
Solitonic excitations are expected of doubly~or multiply in
general! degenerate charge-density-wave systems. Ichinose26

introduced the idea of domain walls intoMX chains and
Onodera27 developed the argument pointing out some simi-
larities betweenMX chains and thetrans-isomer of poly-
acetylene in the weak-coupling region. Baeriswyl and
Bishop28 extended the calculation to polaronic states, laying
emphasis on the strong-coupling region. Optical absorption
spectra due to solitons and polarons2,29 and their relaxation
process30,31 in MX chains were extensively investigated. Al-
though photoexperiments onMMX chains32 are still in their
early stage, the optical excitations are a potential subject.
Making full use of a simple but relevant electron-phonon
model, we give a detailed description of intrinsic defects in
MMX chains. Numerical calculations, together with an ana-
lytic argument in the weak-coupling region, reveal thatMMX
chains still exhibit a striking analogy withtrans-
polyacetylene in their excitation mechanism.

II. MODEL HAMILTONIAN

We employ the3
4 -filled one-dimensional single-band two-

orbital electron-phonon model:

H52tMM(
n,s

~an,s
† bn,s1bn,s

† an,s!2(
n,s

@ tMXM2a~ l n11
(a)

1 l n
(b)!#~an11,s

† bn,s1bn,s
† an11,s!2b(

n,s
~ l n

(a)an,s
† an,s

1 l n
(b)bn,s

† bn,s!1
KMX

2 (
n

@~ l n
(a)!21~ l n

(b)!2#, ~2.1!

wherean,s
† andbn,s

† are the creation operators of an electron
with spin s56 ~up and down! for the M dz2 orbitals in the
nth MMX unit. tMM and tMXM describe the intradimer and
interdimer electron hoppings, respectively.a and b are the
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intersite and intrasite electron-phonon coupling constants, re-
spectively, withKMX being the metal-halogen spring con-
stant.l n

(a)5vn2un21 andl n
(b)5un2vn with un andvn being,

respectively, the chain-direction displacements of the halo-
gen and metal dimer in thenth MMX unit from their equi-
librium position. We assume, based on the thus-far-reported
experimental observations, that everyM2 moiety is not de-
formed. The notation is further explained in Fig. 2. We set
tMM andK both equal to unity in the following.

The Hamiltonian~2.1! convincingly describes the two dis-
tinct ground states ofMMX chains, which are schematically
shown in Fig. 2. The CDW and ACP states are characterized
by the alternating on-site electron affinities and interdimer
transfer energies, respectively. Orbital hybridization mainly
stays within eachM2 moiety in the valence-trapped CDW
state, while it essentially extends over neighboringM2 moi-
eties in the valence-delocalized ACP state. Therefore, the
CDW state is more stabilized by increasingb and tMM ,

whereas the ACP state by increasinga and tMXM . The M2
moieties are tightly locked together in the pop complexes
due to the hydrogen bonds between the ligands and counter
cations, while they are rather movable in the dta complexes
owing to the neutral chain structure. Thus a significantly
larger a is expected for the dta complexes. In this context,
Fig. 3 is well consistent with experimental observations;
(NH4)4@Pt2(pop)4Cl# exhibits a ground state of CDW
type,15 while Pt2(dta)4I displays that of ACP type.19 In the
weak-coupling region,vn50 in CDW, whereasun50 in
ACP. With increasing coupling constants, their arisemixed
states withunÞ0 andvnÞ0.28,33,34We note that the present
CDW and ACP are characterized as the lattice configurations
l n
(a)5 l n

(b) and l n
(a)52 l n

(b) , respectively, regardless of each
displacementun andvn .

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Variational treatment

We consider local excitations from these ground states.
Under the constraint of the total chain length being un-
changed, trial wave functions may be introduced as

FIG. 1. Crystal structures of the pop com-
plexes R4@Pt2(pop)4X#•nH2O ~a! and the dta
complexesM2(dta)4I ~b! in the projection of the
bc plane, where hydrogen atoms are omitted. The
dotted lines represent hydrogen bonds in~a!,
while they correspond to van der Waals contacts
in ~b!.

FIG. 2. Schematic representation of the two distinct ground
states ofMMX chains~Ref. 19!: ~a! Charge-density-wave~CDW!
state whoseX sublattice is dimerized.~b! Alternate charge-
polarization~ACP! state whoseM2 sublattice is dimerized.

FIG. 3. Thea-vs-b ground-state phase diagrams at various val-
ues oftMXM .
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l n
(a)5s l n

(b)5~21!nl 0tanh@~na2x0!/j# ~3.1!

for solitons35 and as

l n
(a)5s l n

(b)5~21!nl 0$12tanh~2kd!@ tanhk~na2x01d!

2tanhk~na2x02d!#% ~3.2!

for polarons,36,37 wheres takes1 and2 on the CDW and
ACP backgrounds, respectively,a is the lattice constant, and
l 0 is the metal-halogen bond-length change in the ground
state.x0 indicates the defect center in both functions, whilej
and k21tanh(2kd) describe the spatial extents of solitons
and polarons, respectively, all of which are variationally de-
termined. Since we impose the periodic boundary condition
on the Hamiltonian, the soliton solutions assume that the
number of the original unit cells,N, should be odd, whereas
the polaron solutions assume thatN should be even. We setN
equal to 201 or 200, either of which is much larger than any
defect extent in our calculation. Defect energies are degen-
erate with respect to their spin, but it is not the case with
their charge due to the broken electron-hole symmetry. When
we compare the defects on the CDW and ACP backgrounds,
we calculate them near the phase boundary so as to illumi-
nate their essential differences. Taking the structural
analyses10–12 into consideration, we settMM52tMXM .

B. Spatial configuration and energy structure

We show in Fig. 4 the spatial configurations of the opti-
mum defect solutions. Spin and charge are separate entities
in the solitonic excitations, while the polaronic excitations
exhibit the conventional spin-charge characteristics. Neutral
solitonsS0 and polaronsP6 convey net spin densities6 1

2 ,
whereas no spin density accompanies charged solitonsS6.
Their formation energies do not depend on their locations in
the weak-coupling region, but the degeneracy is lifted with
increasing coupling strength~Table I!. As the Peierls gap

increases, defects generally possess increasing energies and
decreasing extents, and end up with immobile entities.

In order to investigate their electronic structures in more
detail, we decompose the electron densitiesan and bn into
alternating (ãn , b̃n) and net~nonalternating! (ān , b̄n) com-
ponents as

an5ān1ãn , ān5 1
4 ~an2112an1an11!,

bn5b̄n1b̃n , b̄n5 1
4 ~bn2112bn1bn11!, ~3.3!

and show them for positively charged solitonsS1 in Fig. 5.
Now we can easily find out the positive charges accompany-
ing the defects. One of the most interesting and important
features of local excitations of this kind is their interfacial
character. Let us define further the CDW and ACP order
parameters using the alternating components as

On
CDW5

~21!n

2
~ ãn1b̃n!,

On
ACP5

~21!n

2
~ ãn1b̃n21!, ~3.4!

which detect oscillations of the CDW and ACP types, respec-
tively, and are also plotted in Fig. 5. We learn that the CDW
soliton reduces the CDW amplitude and induces the ACP
amplitude instead in its center, while vice versa for the ACP
soliton. Their trajectories are expressed as CDW→ACP
→ CDW and ACP→CDW→ACP, where Ādenotes the an-
tiphase counterpart for the state A. Neutral solitons and po-
larons exhibit different types of interface, where certain
kinds of spin-density-wave oscillations blend into CDW or
ACP. Due to their mixed nature, solitons and polarons could
be divided into more elementary defects in the vicinity of the
phase boundaries.

FIG. 4. Spatial configurations of negatively charged solitons
S2, neutral solitonsS0, and positively charged polaronsP1 in the
CDW ~a!, ~b! and ACP (a8), (b8) states, where quantum averages
of the local electron densities,(s^an,s

† an,s&[an and (s^bn,s
† bn,s&

[bn , are measured in comparison with the average occupancy.

TABLE I. The lowest- and highest-energy locationsx0 of MMX
solitons and polarons.

CDW background ACP background
Lowest Highest Lowest Highest

S2 S2n2
1

2Da S2n1
1

2Da (2n11)a 2na

S1 S2n1
1

2Da S2n2
1

2Da 2na (2n11)a

S0 S2n2
1

2Da S2n1
1

2Da (2n11)a 2na

P2 (2n11)a 2na S2n1
1

2Da S2n2
1

2Da
P1 2na (2n11)a S2n2

1

2Da S2n1
1

2Da
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The densities of states for solitons and polarons are shown
in Fig. 6. The four bands coming from the CDW background
are, from the bottom to the top, largely made up of the bond-
ing combinationf1 of binuclear Pt21-Pt21 units, that of
Pt31-Pt31 units, the antibonding combinationf2 of
Pt21-Pt21 units, and that of Pt31-Pt31 units. On the other
hand, the major components of the four bands coming from
the ACP background are thef1 orbitals of interdimer
Pt21-X2-Pt21 units, thef2 orbitals of Pt21-X2-Pt21 units,
the f1 orbitals of Pt31-X2-Pt31 units, and thef2 orbitals
of Pt31-X2-Pt31 units. Therefore, increasingb splits boths
ands* orbitals in the CDW state, while in the ACP state the
splitting betweens ands* orbitals is stressed as an effect of
increasingb.

The soliton solutions commonly exhibit an additional
level within the gap, whereas the polaron ones are accompa-
nied by a couple of intragap levels. These levels are all found
to be localized around the defect center. The level structures
in the weak-coupling region suggest some similarities be-
tween small-gapMMX chains andtrans-polyacetylene. How-
ever, in contrast with the case of polyacetylene,35,37 the level
structure which is symmetric with respect to the middle of
the gap breaks down with increasing electron-phonon inter-

actions due to the lack of electron-hole symmetry. Besides
the intragap levels, there appear a few related levels which
are also localized around the defect center.

C. Scaling properties

In order to illuminate the scaling properties of the solitons
and polarons in more detail, we plot in Fig. 7 their charac-
teristic lengthsj andk21tanh(2kd) as functions of the band
gapEg . Although we have calculated them with varyinga,
b, and x0, they are uniquely scaled byEg in the weak-
coupling region as

j/a;0.95/Eg
0.98, tanh~2kd!/ka;0.88/Eg

1.03, ~3.5!

where the second decimal place varies with the data set taken
into the fitting. It is convincing that such scaling laws break
down as the defect extents come close to the length scalea.
The formation energies are also scaled by the gap, as is
shown in Fig. 8. In the weak-coupling region, the soliton and
polaron energies are both degenerate with respect to their
spin and location, and exhibit scaling formulas

ES;0.33Eg , EP;0.46Eg . ~3.6!

With increasing gap, the degeneracy is lifted, where the
CDW solitons have lower energies than their ACP counter-
parts at a givenEg , while vice versa for polarons. Now that
we have obtained the numerical observations~3.6!, we
should be reminded of the defect states intrans-
polyacetylene and a rigorous approach37,38 to them.

Su, Schrieffer, and Heeger35 ~SSH! pioneeringly pre-
sented a theoretical study on the soliton excitations in poly-
acetylene. Although they employed a simple electron-phonon
model, essential features of solitons such as the midgap lo-
calized energy level and the small effective mass were suc-
cessfully interpreted. Takayama, Lin-Liu, and Maki38 ~TLM !
mapped the SSH model onto a continuous line and obtained
a rigorous soliton solution with the formation energyES
5Eg /p. A polaron solution36,37 was also found within the
same scheme and its formation energy was revealed asEP

5A2Eg /p. Our numerical estimates~3.6!, which are very
close to the TLM findings, suggest thatMMX chains still
have an analogy with polyacetylene. Inquiring into the

FIG. 5. Spatial configurations
of positively charged solitonsS1

on the CDW @~a! a50.1537, b
50.7500] and ACP @~b! a
50.1538, b50.7500] back-
grounds, where their alternating
and net components~see in the
text! are separately shown and the
CDW and ACP order parameters
~see in the text! are also plotted.

FIG. 6. Density of statesr(E) for the optimum soliton and
polaron solutions on the CDW (a),(b),(c) and ACP (a8),(b8),(c8)
backgrounds.
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continuum-model description ofMMX chains, we try to un-
derstand the numerical calculations.

The continuum version of the present model~2.1! should
be constructed from the primaryds* conduction band under
no dimerization of the system. Without any electron-phonon
coupling, the Hamiltonian~2.1! can be expressed as

lim
a,b→0

H5(
k,s

~«k
1Ak,s

† Ak,s1«k
2Bk,s

† Bk,s!, ~3.7!

where

«k
656AtMM

2 1tMXM
2 12tMMtMXM coska, ~3.8!

Ak,s5
1

A2
~eiu/2ak,s1e2 iu/2bk,s!,

Bk,s5
1

A2
~eiu/2ak,s2e2 iu/2bk,s!, ~3.9!

with ak,s (bk,s) being the Fourier transform ofan,s (bn,s) and

eiu52
tMM1tMXMeika

AtMM
2 1tMXM

2 12tMMtMXMcoska
. ~3.10!

As far as we restrict our interest to the low-lying excitations,
we may discard the irrelevantds band, which is here de-
scribed by the dispersion relation«k

2 , and linearize the rel-
evant dispersion«k

1 at the two Fermi points. Taking account
of the electron-phonon coupling within this scheme and as-
suming the CDW and ACP backgrounds, we obtain two ef-
fective Hamiltonians in the coordinate representation:

Heff
CDW5teff(

n,s
F12

D~na!

tMM
G~An,s

† An11,s1H.c.!

1
2teff

tMXM
(
n,s

D~na!An,s
† An,s1

KMX

4beff
2 (

n
D~na!2,

~3.11!

Heff
ACP5teff(

n,s
F12

D~na!

tMXM
G~An,s

† An11,s1H.c.!

1
2teff

tMM
(
n,s

D~na!An,s
† An,s1

KMX

16aeff
2 (

n
D~na!2,

~3.12!

where

teff5
tMMtMXM

2AtMM
2 1tMXM

2
, ~3.13!

aeff5
1

2 S a1
teff

tMM
b D , beff5

teff

tMXM
b, ~3.14!

FIG. 7. The optimized extents of the solitons~a! and polarons
~b! as functions of the band gapEg in linear and logarithmic scales
under various values ofa andb, wheres and3 correspond to the
highest- and lowest-energy locationsx0, respectively.

FIG. 8. The soliton and polaron formation energies averaged
overx0 as functions of the band gapEg . The negatively~positively!
charged solitons and polarons possess more~less! than three-
quarter-filled electron bands and therefore their formation energies
cannot be defined in themselves. As for charged excitations,ES

(EP) is further averaged overS1 (P1) andS2 (P2).
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D~na!5H 2beff~21!n~un2vn! for Heff
CDW,

4aeff~21!n~un2vn! for Heff
ACP.

~3.15!

In accordance with the slowly varying gap parameterD(na),
we introduce operators

cs
(r)~na!5

1

AL
(

k
eiknaAkF1k,s ,

cs
(l)~na!5

2 i

AL
(

k
eiknaA2kF1k,s , ~3.16!

for right- and left-moving electrons, respectively, whereL
5Na, kF5p/2a, and 2p/2a,k<p/2a. Now, summing
out fast-varying components and taking thea→0 limit, we
reach the relevant continuum models

Heff
CDW5E D~x!2

2p\vFl
dx1(

s
E Fs

†~x!F i\vFsz

d

dx

22D~x!teffS sx

tMM
1

sy

tMXM
D GFs~x!dx, ~3.17!

Heff
ACP5E D~x!2

2p\vFl
dx1(

s
E Fs

†~x!F i\vFsz

d

dx

22D~x!teffS sx

tMXM
1

sy

tMM
D GFs~x!dx, ~3.18!

where we have employed the Pauli matrices (sx ,sy ,sz) and
a spinor notationFs

†(x)5„cs
(r)(x)* ,cs

(l) (x)* …, defining the
Fermi velocityvF and the dimensionless coupling constantl
as

\vF52ateff , ~3.19!

l5H beff
2 /pteffKMX for Heff

CDW,

4aeff
2 /pteffKMX for Heff

ACP.
~3.20!

Interestingly, when we rotate the spinor wave function
around thez axis by the angle

w5H arctan~ tMM /tMXM! for Heff
CDW,

arctan~ tMXM /tMM ! for Heff
ACP,

~3.21!

both Hamiltonians~3.17! and ~3.18! turn into the same ex-
pression

HTLM5E D~x!2

2p\vFl
dx1(

s
E Fs

†~x!F2 i\vFsz

d

dx

1D~x!sxGFs~x!dx, ~3.22!

which is nothing but the TLM continuum model. We know
that the Hamiltonian~3.22! possesses exact solitonic38,39and
polaronic36,37 solutions

D~x!5D0tanh~x/j!, ~3.23!

D~x!5D02\vFk@ tanhk~x1d!2tanhk~x2d!#,
~3.24!

with their characteristic scaling relations

j5\vF /D0 , ES52D0 /p, ~3.25!

tanh~2kd!/k5\vF /D0 , EP52A2D0 /p. ~3.26!

Considering Eqs.~3.13! and~3.19! together with the relation
2D05Eg , we are fully convinced of the present numerical
findings ~3.5! and ~3.6!.

D. Effective mass

The continuum-model analysis has revealed that the de-
fect extents should be given by 2a/A5Eg in the weak-
coupling limit under the present parametrization. According
to the numerical observations~3.5!, this scaling law better
holds for polarons than for solitons. This may be because
polarons have wider extents than solitons at a given gap.
When we consider moving defects, such an idea is quite
suggestive. Let us calculate the effective masses of solitons
and polarons.

Moving the defect center asx05vt in Eqs.~3.1! and~3.2!
and neglecting any change in the defect shape, which must
be of orderv2 due to the time-reversal symmetry and there-
fore does not contribute to the defect massMdefect for small
v, we find

1
2 Mdefectv

25 1
2 M(

n
~ l̇ n

(a)!2, ~3.27!

where M corresponds to the mass of a halogen or bimetal
complex according as the ground state is CDW or ACP. As-
sumingn to be sufficiently large under the periodic boundary
condition, the summation in Eq.~3.27! can explicitly be
taken and ends up with

MS5
4Ma

3j S l 0

a D 2

, ~3.28!

MP5
8

3
MkaS l 0

a D 2

tanh2~2kd!

3F1212
2kd111~2kd21!e4kd

e12kd23e8kd13e8kd21
G , ~3.29!

for solitons and polarons, respectively. Further calculation is
performed for two well-studiedMMX-chain materials
K4@Pt2(pop)4Br#•3H2O ~Refs. 10, 14, 17, 40, and 41! with
a58.139 Å ~Ref. 14! and Pt2(dta)4I ~Refs. 12, 18, 19, 42,
and 43! with a58.633 Å~Ref. 12!. Their ground states were
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assigned to CDW and ACP, respectively, and therefore they
give M5145 611me and M51 375 629me, respectively,
whereme is the electron mass. We show in Fig. 9 the thus
calculated soliton and polaron masses, where the optimum
values ofj, k, andd have been averaged overx0. For Eg
*0.4, any defect has to overcome site-dependent energy bar-
riers in its motion and thus the present calculations are just
for reference.

In comparison with the formation energy which describes
a static defect and is generically given for both types of
ground state in the weak-coupling region, the effective mass
of a moving defect varies according to the background
charge ordering. Defects on the ACP background generally
look more massive than their CDW counterparts. However,
the difference should rather be attributed to the material-
dependent crystalline structure than be recognized as a result
of intrinsic defect features. CDW is accompanied by the
halogen-sublattice dimerization, while ACP by the metal-
sublattice dimerization. Larger defect masses on the ACP
background reflect the mass of the diplatinum complex
Pt2(CH3CS2)4 which is about 10 times as heavy as the halo-
gen atom Br.

On the other hand, the polaron mass turns out intrinsically
smaller than the soliton mass. We have indeed found in Fig.
4 that the polarons are more spatially extended than the soli-
tons at a given gap. The energy gap at least amounts to 0.75
eV ~Ref. 44! in conventionalMX-chain materials. Metal bi-
nucleation strikingly reduces the gap, for example, to 0.08
eV for K4@Pt2(pop)4Br#•3H2O ~Ref. 14! and 0.05 eV for
Pt2(dta)4I ~Ref. 12!. Correspondingly, Pt2(dta)4I exhibits a
high electrical conductivity 13V21 cm21,19 which is about
109 times larger than that of a typicalMX compound.

Though we have no information ontMM , previous estimates
of tMXM for MX compounds,45,46 together with the structural
analyses,10–12 imply that tMM51 –2 eV for MMX com-
pounds. Then we are allowed to estimate that 0.1me&MS

&2me and 0.05me&M P&me for K4@Pt2(pop)4Br#•3H2O,
while 0.3me&MS&3me and 0.1me&MP&me for Pt2(dta)4I.
In any case, theMMX solitons are a few times as heavy as
theMMX polarons but still much lighter than theMX solitons
of MS*100me.27 There is a similar observation intrans-
polyacetylene as well. The TLM-model analysis of poly-
acetylene givesMS.3me ~Ref. 47!, andM P.me ~Ref. 37!.
Such small masses should be quite significant in dynamics
involving solitons and polarons. From the energetical point
of view, we have learned thatEP,2ES,2EP . We cannot
distinguish well charged solitons from neutral ones within
the electron-phonon model, but we find, taking account of
electron-electron correlation, thatES0,ES6.48 Hence there
may be a relaxation of photogenerated polaron pairsP1

1P2→S01S̄0 and a recombination of doping-induced or

chemical-defect-associated solitonsS61S̄0→P6. In MX
compounds, photogeneration of solitons and polarons has in-
deed been observed and they exhibit a varied relaxation pro-
cess within a few hundred psec.6,8,9 MMX chains with less
massive defects may really exhibit picosecond dynamics.

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have investigated the local excitations corresponding
to topological solitons and polarons in halogen-bridged di-
platinum chains in terms of a coupled electron-phonon
model. Although the solitons have lower excitation energies
than the polarons, the effective masses of the solitons are
larger than those of polarons. Their high mobility is prom-
ised inMMX chains with small energy gaps up to;0.1 eV,
where all the defects are at most a few times as massive as an
electron.

There is an analogy between the defect states inMMX
chains and those intrans-polyacetylene in spite of many con-
trasts between these systems such asd andp electrons, bi-
nuclear and mononuclear assemblies, and intrasite and inter-
site electron-phonon couplings. Then we are all the more
eager to encourage optical measurements and doping of
MMX chains, where the electronic gap is suitably small,
chemical tuning of the electronic state is widely possible,
and the single crystals are readily available.
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FIG. 9. The soliton and polaron masses as functions of the band
gap Eg in the unit of the electron massme. All excitations are
almost degenerate with respect to their spin, charge, and location in
the weak-coupling region, but the degeneracy is lifted with increas-
ing gap. As for charged defects, we have simply plotted the masses
of negatively charged ones, because those of positively charged
ones are less convergent in the strong-coupling region, much more
rapidly increasing with gap outside the weak-coupling region.
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